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Introduction

The kidney retains the potential to regenerate if the damage is not too severe and the kidney structure remains intact. However, in cases of irreversible damage to the kidney, as can occur with long-term dialysis, the property of self-renewal is totally lost. Therefore, any application of regenerative medicine in dialysis patients will require de novo development of an entire functional kidney.

In terms of a functional whole kidney, Chan et al. [1] reported the first attempt to develop a whole functional renal unit by forming a transplantable pronephros from animal caps in Xenopus. Transplantation of this pronephros-like unit at least partially corrected the edema in bilaterally nephrectomized tadpoles, and they survived for up to 1 month. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the only one in which a transplantable functional whole kidney unit has been developed de novo. However, the pronephros structure formed in this study was too primitive for any clinical application in humans. Since then, many attempts have been made worldwide to regenerate whole kidneys de novo (applicable in mammals) from stem cells.
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Abstract

Background: Kidney regeneration is currently gaining considerable attention in place of kidney dialysis as the ultimate therapeutic strategy for renal failure. However, because of anatomical complications, the kidney is believed to be the hardest organ to regenerate. Such a complicated organ is virtually impossible to imagine being completely rebuilt de novo from stem cells. Nevertheless, several research groups are attempting this large challenge. Summary: There are 4 major strategies for de novo kidney regeneration from stem cells. These strategies include the use of: (i) a decellularized cadaveric scaffold, (ii) blastocyst decomplementation, (iii) a nephrogenic niche for growing a xeno-embryo, and (iv) self-assembly potential. All of these strategies may be applicable in the clinical setting, but a substantial preparation period appears to be required. Key Messages: Although many outstanding problems remain for kidney regeneration, including ethical issues and the formation of chimeric structures, trials provide hope for dialysis patients and kidney regeneration is expected to be a reality in the future.
Whole Kidney Reconstruction Using a Decellularized Cadaveric Scaffold

It has been reported that decellularized cadaveric scaffolds can provide a niche for stem cells to differentiate into whole organs. This strategy was used by Ott et al. [2] to successfully develop a functional artificial rat heart. A whole-heart scaffold with an intact three-dimensional (3D) geometry and vasculature was created via coronary perfusion with detergents into the cadaveric heart, followed by repopulation with neonatal cardiac cells or rat aortic endothelial cells [2]. The injected neonatal cardiac cells formed a contractile myocardium, which performed the stroke function. This strategy has also been employed to develop transplantable liver and lungs using mature hepatocyte and alveolar epithelial cells, respectively [3, 4]. Several attempts were made to use this technique for kidney regeneration. These attempts revealed that infused pluripotent stem cells were localized to the vasculature and glomeruli, with subsequent migration into the tubules, but it was difficult to acquire kidney function [5, 6]. However, recently the same group, which successfully used the method described above to generate heart and lungs, reported successful whole kidney regeneration, which may produce urine after transplantation [7]. Notably, they used well-differentiated human umbilical vein endothelial cells instead of pluripotent stem cells, and use of only a scaffold selectively provided them with a niche for differentiated diversion of the renal and vascular residual cells in the right area. Although it is not clear how the infused cells differentiate and orchestrate into nephrons with vasculature to produce urine, this technique could be a solution for the shortage of donor organs.

Blastocyst Complementation

Injection of normal embryonic stem (ES) cells into the blastocysts of recombination-activating gene 2-deficient mice, which have no mature B or T lymphocytes, generates somatic chimeras with ES cell-derived mature B and T cells [8]. This ‘blastocyst supplementation’ system was recently applied to reconstruction of the entire organ. Kobayashi et al. [9] recently reported successful regeneration of a rat pancreas in the mouse via an interspecific blastocyst injection of induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells. They injected rat iPS cells into Pdx-1–/– (pancreatogenesis-disabled) mouse blastocysts and found that the newborn chimeras of the rat and mouse processed an almost entirely iPS-derived pancreas. This success proves that when an empty developmental niche for an organ is provided, iPS cell-derived cellular progeny can occupy that niche and compensate developmentally for the missing contents of the niche. This forms a complicated organ composed almost entirely of cells derived from donor iPS cells, even if the blastocyst complementation involves different species. That research group recently generated a Pdx-1–/– pig and succeeded in generating a bigger pancreas using this technique [8]. These successful findings suggest that human-scale organs could theoretically be generated de novo.

This technique was recently applied to whole kidney reconstruction [10]. Following injection of mouse iPS cells into the blastocysts of Sall1-null mice, which lack both kidneys, most of the metanephroi consisted of iPS cell-derived differentiated cells. However, they could not obtain the infant in livestock after this manipulation for an unknown reason [11], suggesting that there is another problem to solve in this system for kidney regeneration. However, these findings strongly suggest that blastocyst complementation is a most promising strategy for regeneration of the kidney. These systems are not available for clinical use at this time because it is not possible to generate vascular and nervous systems. In addition, important ethical issues with the manipulation of blastocysts with iPS cells remain unresolved [12, 13]. Nonetheless, this success highlights the rationale that the eventual clinical application of kidney regeneration must depend on developmental programming.

Use of a Nephrogenic Niche for Growing Xeno-Embryos (Organogenic Niche Method)

Regeneration of a whole functional kidney using a developing hetero-zygotic embryo as an ‘organ factory’ has been attempted. This is based on the concept of ‘borrowing’ the developing program of a growing xeno-embryo by applying stem cells at the niche of organogenesis. During the development of the metanephros, the metanephric mesenchyme initially forms from the caudal portion of the nephrogenic cord and secretes glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF). This process induces the nearby wolffian duct to produce a ureteric bud. Researchers microinjected GDNF-expressing human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) into the site of budding following this process [14]. The recipient embryo was grown in a whole embryo culture system, and the formed metanephros was developed in organ culture. Viral-free manipulation can also be performed using a thermoreversible GDNF poly-
As a result, donor hMSCs were integrated into the rudimentary metanephros and morphologically differentiated to tubular epithelial cells, interstitial cells, and glomerular epithelial cells [14]. Researchers then transplanted the developed metanephros into the omentum to allow vascular integration from the recipient to form a functional nephron. As a result, an hMSC-derived ‘neokidney’ was generated, which contained a human nephron and the vasculature from the host [16]. In addition, the neokidney produced urine that showed higher concentrations of urea nitrogen and creatinine than the sera of the recipient. This finding suggested that the neokidney that developed in the omentum was capable of producing urine by filtering the recipient’s blood [16]. Furthermore, the hMSC-derived neokidney secreted human erythropoietin and its production was stimulated by the induction of anemia in the host animal [17]. This finding indicated that this system preserves the normal physiological regulation of erythropoietin levels. However, the current system may not reconstruct derivatives of the ureteric bud. Therefore, to determine whether MSCs can differentiate into the ureteric bud progenitor using chick embryos, hMSCs expressing Pax2 were injected into the chicken ureteric bud progenitor region [18]. As a result, they migrated caudally with the elongating wolffian duct and were integrated into the wolffian duct epithelia and then expressed LIM1. This finding showed that they can differentiate into wolffian duct cells under the influence of local xeno-signals [18]. These results suggest that a whole kidney may be rebuilt by transplanting hMSCs at a suitable time and location to regenerate derivatives of the metanephric mesenchyme and ureteric bud.

Based on our successful findings, we are currently investigating the possibility of experimenting on a larger animal (i.e. the pig) because the porcine kidney has almost the same volume as the human kidney. The ultimate size of the developed metanephros appears to be imprinted during the early stages of development in the host embryo. This possibility is supported by the finding that the metanephroi of larger animals transplanted into the omenta of smaller hosts develop into organs with a larger...
volume (diameter and weight) compared to that of a normal host kidney [19]. Hopefully, this system will facilitate the development of larger organs that are more suitable for use in humans.

**Self-Assembly Potential of Stem Cells**

Some researchers have suggested that pluripotent stem cells have the potential to differentiate into mature cells and self-assemble into tissues or organs, and they have conducted investigations using pluripotent stem cells to generate mature cells in vitro. The autonomous formation of 3D tissue similar to the adenohypophysis [20], the optic cap [21], and intestinal tissue [22] structures using a 3D ES cell culture system from ES cells has been demonstrated. This approach could substantially reduce the complexity of organogenesis for therapeutic regeneration. To regenerate renal cells using such an approach, ES or iPS cells have to be differentiated into first intermediate mesoderm and then renal progenitors, followed by several types of renal cells. With regard to kidney regeneration, Osafune et al. [23] demonstrated that a single multipotent progenitor cell from an embryonic mouse kidney, which highly expresses Sall1, could differentiate into several types of renal cells, including glomerular podocytes and renal tubular epithelia, and eventually reconstruct a 3D kidney structure. Another recent study reported single-cell suspensions from embryonic kidney reaggregating to form organotypic renal structures [24]. During development, the kidney is derived from the intermediate mesoderm, one of the early germ layers. Intermediate mesoderm cells then differentiate into renal progenitors, followed by several types of renal cells. Therefore, if ES or iPS cells can differentiate first into intermediate mesoderm and then into renal progenitors, it is feasible that all types of renal cells could be generated using pluripotent stem cells. Osafune et al. [23] have established methods for differentiating human iPSCs into intermediate mesoderm cells using a combination treatment of growth factors [25]. These cells express intermediate mesoderm marker genes and could mature into multiple cell types, including those found in intermediate mesoderm-derivative organs such as the kidney, gonads, and adrenal cortex. These investigations suggest that, if these intermediate mesoderm cells can differentiate into renal progenitor cells, a 3D kidney structure may be constructed from pluripotent stem cells. The means for successfully regenerating a functional vascular system between the regenerated kidney and the recipient remain unknown. In addition, the in vivo function of a regenerated kidney is unclear. However, further advances in developmental biology may resolve these issues and allow in vitro whole kidney regeneration.

**Conclusion**

This article summarizes the latest investigations on the use of stem cells to regenerate a functional whole kidney de novo. Despite many biological and technical advances in kidney regeneration, reconstruction of a fully functional kidney remains out of reach, and many problems are still unsolved. Use of heterologous tissue, such as xeno-metanephroi and xeno-blastocysts, raises ethical problems, while methods for reliably differentiating ESCs/iPSCs into kidneys in vitro have not been completely established. Methods for ensuring the function of regenerated renal tissue to produce urine and erythropoietin still need to be developed. However, continued efforts in stem cell and developmental biology will hopefully resolve these issues, leading to the development of new treatment strategies to reconstruct a whole kidney with adequate renal function. We believe that such efforts will come to fruition and it will be possible to regenerate a functional kidney in the future.
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